A Better Way to IGA

**IGA Where It Belongs**

Okta manages application access and authentication for 8,000+ customers.

If you are one of those customers, Clear Skye Identity Governance and Administration (IGA) allows you to extend your investment in both Okta and ServiceNow to include full Identity Governance capabilities.

You don’t need an expensive, stand-alone IGA solution that is difficult to manage and overlaps with the capabilities you already own. Clear Skye IGA allows you to extend the ServiceNow user experience alongside Okta’s Identity Lifecycle functionality in order to fulfill your IGA needs.

Clear Skye IGA complements your Okta investment by providing the missing governance functionalities through the ServiceNow Now Platform.

**Clear Skye Benefits for Okta customers**

- Auditing review for Okta users, groups and application membership.
- Quicker time to value. The flexibility of the Now Platform makes Clear Skye IGA configuration quick, easy, and customized for the customer.
- Lower total cost of ownership. Clear Skye is a scalable cloud-based tool, delivered with built-in security.
- Advanced use cases. Clear Skye integrates IGA with your GRC, SecOps, CMDB, ITSM as well as other ServiceNow solutions to create an enterprise risk and privacy management solution.
- Less training and better user experience. Because employees are leveraging a system they already use, no additional training is needed to use the access request and certification portal.

**Capabilities**

**Access Request for Okta**

Clear Skye IGA provides access request capabilities customized to your company’s workflows. This means your approval workflows will always align with your business processes, without the need for extra training or operational changes.

**Access Review for Okta**

Clear Skye IGA simplifies access certification for Okta by enabling your team leaders and application owners to leverage the Now Platform, increasing speed and accuracy of attestation campaigns.

**Compliant SoD for Okta**

Clear Skye provides detective controls to ensure non-compliant toxic combinations are clearly seen and processed with business intervention using the Now platform.

**Workflow Management**

Clear Skye being native to the ServiceNow Now Platform benefits from the industry’s leading workflow system, which processes 4 billion monthly transactions. Eliminate the need for your team to learn, deploy and manage redundant and inferior workflow solutions.
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